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Question:

Did Paul have a brother or sister, and    
what was his/her name?



◆very little information is given about Paul’s 
relatives: 

- Acts 23:16 

- sister’s and nephew’s names not given

- references to “kinsmen” may be references 
to blood relatives or fellow Jews            
(Romans 9:3; 16:7, 11, 21)

Explanation:



Question:

In Esther 2:7 it says “And he brought up 
Hadassah, that is Esther.” The rest of the 
book she is referred to as Esther. What 

would her real (Hebrew) name be?



◆name “Hadassah” is Hebrew for “myrtle”

◆name “Esther” prob. means “star” and 
would  have been her Persian name

- ancient practice of multiple names
- possibly given when she became queen,   

but used throughout the book

Explanation:



Question:

How many times does the number 3 
appear in the Bible and why does God    

use it so much?



◆word “three” appears abt. 400x in the Bible

◆does not include places where three things 
may be listed, but the word “three” is not 
used in the text

◆“three” mostly doesn’t seem to have special 
significance:

- Noah’s three sons (Steven’s three children)

Explanation:



◆the most significant “three” in Scripture            
is God, who exists as three persons

◆number may have significance in symbolic 
texts found in the Bible 

- the use of “3” is very rare in this type of text 
in the Bible

Explanation:



Question:

How can we as Christians properly  
respond to a baptism? Or even to one   
who comes forward to ask for prayers?



◆helpful: remember that a baptism is not         
a performance, but an appeal to God for 
forgiveness

◆baptism is a solemn event, just like 
observing the Lord’s Supper or a public 
prayer

◆the Bible contains no information about 
what (if anything) was said after baptisms

Explanation:



◆some Biblical exclamations:

- “amen” at the end of prayers or statements              
(1 Cor. 14:16; Rev. 1:7; Phil. 4:20)

- “Hallelujah” - “Praise Jehovah”                        
(23x in Psalms; Rev. 19:1,3,4,6)

- “Hosanna” – an appeal to God, later came  
to be used to praise God (Matt. 21:9) 

Explanation:



◆some thoughts:

- exclamations of praise to God, worshipping 
God in song, praying for the new Christian 
are appropriate 

- no way to control what our visitors may         
or may not do when someone is baptized

Explanation:


